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Tutorial Overview 

In this tutorial we will introduce and discuss a number of measures that can be used to reduce the 

power consumption of big data networks and will introduce methods for the optimum use of 

renewable energy in these networks to reduce the carbon footprint at a given power consumption 

level. We will introduce network optimization through the use of mixed integer linear programming 

(MILP) giving a short tutorial on MILP and build on this and heuristics inspired by it to explore a 

number of energy and carbon footprint reduction measures including  

 

(i) Optimum use of time varying renewable energy in big data networks where we show how the 

network can be optimized to reduce the non-renewable energy used and illustrate the additional 

energy savings that can be gained through Adaptive Link Rate techniques;  

 

(ii) Physical topology design considering operational and embodied energies: We show the energy 

saving gains as a result of optimizing the physical topology of IP over WDM networks with the 

objective of minimizing the network’s operational and embodied (embodied energy is the energy 

used to manufacture components) energies. Furthermore the optimization of the physical topology 

is investigated in the presence of renewable energy sources in the network;  

 

(iii) Elastic optical networks using mixed line rates and optical OFDM, here we introduce the use of 

mixed line rates to reduce the power consumption of big data networks and examine elastic optical 

networks where resources are allocated adaptively through optical OFDM to save power  

 

(iv) Optimum resource allocation and green network design with data centres:  Here firstly, 

through MILP models we optimize the location of a big data hosting data center or multiple data 

centers in core networks so as to minimize the network power consumption. Secondly, we consider 

the optimum replication of content of different popularity so as to minimize the network power 

consumption. Thirdly, we answer the question (from energy minimization point of view) of whether 

to locate data centres / clouds next to renewable energy or to transmit renewable energy to data 

centers / clouds;  

 

(v) Dynamic energy-efficient content caching: By 2020 over 91% of the global IP traffic is projected 

to be a form of video, hosted in data centres, with an annual growth of 33%. We will show the 

power savings that can be introduced by caching content near the end users in networks and the 

impact of optimizing the cache sizes at the different network nodes at different times of the day 

considering different content popularity distributions including Zipf, Pareto and Bimodal content 



popularity distributions to exemplify different types of video libraries (eg. YouTube), video streaming 

and IPTV (eg. broadcast TV) services respectively hosted in the cloud;  

 

(vi) Energy-efficiency through data compression: We show that the optimum energy efficient 

deployment of data compression should achieve a trade-off between the additional energy 

consumption of computational resources in clouds and memory required to compress and 

decompress data and the network energy savings;  

 

(vii) Energy-efficient peer-to-peer content distribution: BitTorrent traffic accounts for 17% to 50% of 

the total Internet upload traffic in some segments. We will show how MILP models and heuristics 

can be used to minimize the power consumption of BitTorrent over IP over WDM networks while 

maintaining its performance and the energy efficiency gains over traditional cloud networks;  

 

(viii) Energy-efficient distributed data centres for hosting big data: We consider centralization 

versus distribution of data centres and the impact of demand, content popularity and access 

frequency on the data centres placement, and capability factors including the number of servers, 

switches and routers and amount of storage required in each data centre  

 

(ix) Energy-efficient network virtualisation: We introduce an energy efficient virtual network 

embedding (EE-VNE) methodology, optimized using a mixed integer linear program (MILP) model, as 

a means of resource consolidation to bring about energy savings in big data networks. 
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